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Let m, n be positive integers and let : Zn  R be a non-negative function. Let
W(m, n; ) be the set
{X # Rmn: " :
n
j=1
xijqj"<(q), 1im, for infinitely many q # Zn= .
The Hausdorff dimension of W(m, n; ) is obtained for arbitrary non-negative
functions , with no monotonicity assumptions.  1998 Academic Press
Let m, n be positive integers and let : Zn  R be a non-negative func-
tion. Let W(m, n; ) be the set of points X=(x11 , ..., x1n , ..., xm1 , ..., xmn) # Rmn
for which the inequalities
" :
n
j=1
xij qj"<(q), 1im, (1)
hold for infinitely many integer vectors q=(q1 , ..., qn) # Zn (where, for any
z # R, &z& denotes the distance from z to the nearest integer). In the special
case that  has the form {(q) :=|q|&{, q{0, where |q|=max[ |qj |: j=1, ..., n]
and {0, the set W(m, n; {) has been studied by many authors. In particular,
for {>nm its Hausdorff dimension is m(n&1)+(m+n)(1+{), see [2]
(see also the references in [3] and [7] for papers dealing with special cases
of m and n and for other results on W(m, n; {)).
In [5] Eggleston generalized the set W(m, 1; {) by requiring that the
integers q in the definition belong to a given sequence of integers. To be
precise, for Q/Zn, {0, let
Q, {(q) :={ |q|
&{,
0,
when q # Q,
when q  Q
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(the case when q=0 is an annoying special case in many of the definitions in
this paper; for simplicity we will ignore the vector q=0 throughout the paper
since we are interested in infinitely many solutions of (1) this is not restrictive).
If (q)=0 then (1) cannot hold so, if Q is infinite, W(m, n; Q, {) is the set of
points X # Rmn such that (1) holds for infinitely many q # Q, with (q)=|q|&{.
Then, under certain restrictions on Q/Z, Eggleston obtained the dimension of
W(m, 1; Q, {). This result was extended to general sets Q/Z by Borosh and
Fraenkel [1], who obtained the dimension of W(m, 1; Q, {), and by Rynne
[7], who obtained the dimension of W(m, n; Q, {) for general Q/Zn. To state
this result, suppose that Q is an arbitrary infinite subset of Zn and let
&(Q) :=inf {& # R: :q # Q |q|
&&<= .
Clearly, 0&(Q)n. Then for {0,
dim W(m, n; Q, {)=m(n&1)+min {m+&(Q)1+{ , m= . (2)
Generalizing W(m, n; {) in another direction, the papers [2] and [3]
obtain the dimension of W(m, n; ) for functions  of the form (q)=!( |q| ),
where !: N  R, under certain restrictions on the function !. In [2], ! is
strictly positive and decreasing, while in [3], ! need not be strictly positive
or decreasing but, to obtain the dimension, ! must have equal upper and
lower order at infinity (see [3] for this terminology). In a recent paper [6],
Hinokuma and Shiga considered the set W(1, 1; ) for a general non-negative
function : Z  R. Their results include the results of [13, 5, 7] in the case
m=n=1. In this paper we will extend the results of [6] to the case of general
m and n. We will also show that the result can be obtained rather more simply
than in [6], by directly applying (2). We also give a characterization of the
dimension which is more akin to (2).
We require the following definitions. For any non-negative function
: Zn  R, and any N # N, {0, let
C(N, {; ) :=card[q # Zn: |q|N, (q)|q| &{],
#({; ) :=sup[# # R: lim sup
N  
C(N, {; ) N&#>0],
if lim
N  
C(N, {, )=,
$({; ) :={
m+#({; )
1+{
,
0,
if lim
N  
C(N, {; )=,
otherwise,
$() :=sup
{0
$({; )
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(card denotes the cardinality of a set). Clearly, 0$()m+n. These
definitions are similar to the corresponding ones in [6]. However, the
denominator in the above definition of $({; ) is 1+{, whereas in [6] it
is { (: in the notation of [6])this difference arises from the slightly
different form of the inequality (1) above and the corresponding inequality
considered in [6].
Since &z& 12 , for all z # R, there is no loss of generality in assuming that
 is bounded. Then we can also define
’() :=inf {’ # R: :q # Zn |q|
m \(q)|q| +
’
<= .
Clearly, 0’()m+n.
Theorem. Suppose that : Zn  R is bounded, non-negative and (q)>0
for infinitely many q. Then
dim W(m, n; )=m(n&1)+min[$(), m]
=m(n&1)+min[’(), m]. (3)
Remark. When m=n=1 the first equality in (3) coincides with the
result in Theorem 1.1 of [6]. When m1, n=1, the second equality in (3)
generalizes the result in Theorem 11 in [5] (in [5] the function : N  R
is assumed to be positive and decreasing on an arithmetic progression
Q/N and is zero otherwiseno such restriction is imposed here). When
m1, n1, and  has the form Q, { the second equality in (3) readily
reduces to (2). Since the results of [2] and [3] can be derived from (2)
(see [3]), (3) also generalizes those results.
Proof. We will prove the following inequalities:
dim W(m, n; )m(n&1)+min[$(), m], (4)
dim W(m, n; )m(n&1)+min[’(), m], (5)
min[$(), m]min[’(), m]. (6)
Clearly, (3) follows from these inequalities.
We will obtain (4) from (2) by, in effect, considering functions of the
form Q, { . For an arbitrary infinite set Q/Zn and N # N, let
C(N; Q) :=card[q # Zn: |q|N, q # Q],
#(Q) :=sup[# # R: lim sup
N  
C(N; Q) N &#>0].
The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.5 of [6].
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Lemma 1. For any infinite set Q/Zn, #(Q)=&(Q).
Proof. Choose an arbitrary =>0. By definition, C(N; Q)<N #(Q)+= for
all sufficiently large N. Thus, if &>#(Q)+= then
:
q # Q
|q|&& :
k0
:
2 k|q|<2k+1
q # Q
|q|&&<< :
k0
2k(#(Q)+=)2&&k<
(the notation a<<b denotes an inequality of the form acb, where the
constant c does not depend on the variables in the expression). Hence
&(Q)#(Q)+=, and so &(Q)#(Q).
Now choose an arbitrary #<#(Q). Then there exists =>0 and a
sequence Nk , k=1, 2, ..., such that for each k,
C(Nk ; Q) N &#k >=, C(Nk+1 ; Q)>2C(Nk ; Q).
Hence,
:
q # Q
|q|&# :
k0
1
2C(Nk+1 ; Q) N
&#
k+1
1
2 :
k0
==,
so #&(Q), which implies that #(Q)&(Q), and so completes the proof of
the lemma.
Since (q)>0 infinitely often, it follows immediately from Theorem 1 of
[4] that dim W(m, n; )m(n&1) (we apply Theorem 1 of [4] to the
family S consisting of the codimension-m planes
{X # Rmn: " :
n
j=1
xijqj"=0, 1im= ,
for those q with (q)>0). Thus, in proving (4) we may suppose, without
loss of generality, that 0<$()m. Now choose =>0 and {00 such that
$({0 ; )>$()&=>0. For {0, let
Q({)=[q/Zn: (q)|q|&{].
It is clear that Q({0) is an infinite set, W(m, n; Q({0), {0)/W(m, n; ), and
C(N, {0 ; )=C(N; Q({0))  , as N  , so that
#({0 ; )=sup[# # R: lim sup
N  
C(N, {0 ; ) N &#>0]
=#(Q({0))=&(Q({0))
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(by Lemma 1). Thus, m$()(m+&(Q({0)))(1+{0), and it follows
from (2) and Lemma 1 that
dim W(m, n; )dim W(m, n; Q({0), {0)=m(n&1)+
m+&(Q({0))
1+{0
=m(n&1)+$({0 ; )>m(n&1)+$()&=,
which proves inequality (4).
Inequality (5) follows from a standard covering argument. For brevity
we follow the argument and notation of [7] and we merely write out the
differences between the two situations. let U be the unit cube [0, 1]mn/Rmn.
For any given 0{q # Zn, t # Zm, let
T(q, t)={X # U: } :
n
j=1
xij qj+t i }<(q), 1im= .
If T(q, t) is non-empty we can use a method similar to that in [7] to
construct a collection B(q,t) of balls in Rmn, of diameter (q)|q|, which
cover T(q, t), with |B(q, t)|<<((q)|q| )&m(n&1) (essentially, we are covering
a ‘‘thickened’’ portion of a codimension-m plane in Rmn). On the other hand,
if T(q, t) is empty we take B(q, t) to be empty. For a given q, the number
of t for which T(q, t) is non-empty is <<|q|m. It follows from this construction
that, for each M1, the set W(m, n; ) & U is covered by the collection
BM= .
|q|M
.
t # Zm
B(q, t).
Now choose =>0 and let \=m(n&1)+’()+=. Then the \-volume of
BM satisfies
V\(BM)= :
|q|M
:
t # Z m
|B(q, t)| ((q)|q| )\
<< :
|q|M
|q|m ((q)|q| )&m(n&1) ((q)|q| )\
= :
|q|M
|q|m \(q)|q| +
’()+=
<
(by the definition of ’()). Thus dim W(m, n; )\, which proves (5).
Next, choose ’>$()0. Then, putting +=(m+n)’ and letting Q(+)c
denote the complement of Q(+) in Zn, we have
:
q # Q(+) c
|q| m \(q)|q| +
’
 :
q # Zn
|q|m+’(&+&1) :
r1
rn&1+m&’(++1)<.
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Now choose % such that 0<%<1&$()’. Then for any {0,
m+#({; )+’(&1&{+%)<$()(1+{)&’(1+{)+’&$()0. (7)
Let
Q({, %)=[q # Zn: |q|&{+%(q)|q|&{].
Then
:
q # Q({, %)
|q|m \(q)|q| +
’
 :
q # Q({, %)
|q|m+’(&1&{+%)
<< :
k0
2k(m+’(&1&{+%)+#({; )+=)<
(for sufficiently small =, using (7)). Since the interval [0, +] can be covered
by a finite collection of intervals of the form [{&%, {] these results show
that ’()’, and hence ’()$(), which proves (6). This completes the
proof of the theorem.
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